
Oberson, Greg

From: Hanson, Brady D [brady:hanson@pnnl.gov]
Sent: Friday, July 20, 2012 9:22 PM
To: Hanson, Brady D; Oberson, Greg
Cc: Bisping, Lor S; Cinson, Anthony D; Crawford, Susan L; MacFarlan, Paul J
Subject: RE: Project 590381 N6783 due to expire 7/3112012

Importance: High

Greg,

We have not found another NRC project here that is willing to take on the liability for disposing of the scanner and probe at some future date.

Thus, we will either need to dispose of these items prior to the end of the month (so that they can be billed and the project closed as planned), or we will need
you to get NRC to release them to be reassigned as DOE Accountable property. The cost of disposal is next to nothing since they will take up only a very small
amount of space in a ERDF box. I am willing to take ownership of them on one of my DOE projects, but can only do so with yours and NRC permission.

Thanks,

Brady

From: Hanson, Brady D
Sent: Tuesday, July 17, 2012 10:05 AM
To: Oberson, Greg
Cc: Hanson, Brady D; Bisping, Lori S; Cinson, Anthony D
Subject: FW: Project 59038/ N6783 due to expire 7/31/2012

Greg,

Per the message below and the attachment, this is the equipment that the CRDM project purchased. Both the scanner and probe are contaminated, so I doubt
very much that you want those sent to the NRC. We would prefer not to dispose of them as they are still usable- potentially on follow-on work or other projects.

As such, it would be best if you either asked them to be assigned to a different NRC project that PNNL is still funded to work on or you release them to be
reassigned as DOE Accountable property.

Please let me know ASAP the disposition pathway for the three items.

I



Brady

From: Bisping, Lori S
Sent: Tuesday, July 17, 2012 7:33 AM
To: Hanson, Brady D
Subject: FW: Project 59038/ N6783 due to expire 7/31/2012

Contracts sent me the attached equipment listing for this NRC Project. Usually during close-out we notify NRC of all "taggable" equipment and
inform them if we are disposing it (if contaminated), or give them the option of returning equipment to NRC, assigning it to a different "benefiting"
NRC project, or re-assigning it as DOE Accountability property (which means PNNL owns it upon project closure). Do you want to notify your
client to see what he wants to do?

Lori Bisping
Program Specialist
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
Tel: 509-375-2123
Fax: 509-375-6736
lori.bispinga@nl.gov
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